CASH OR SPLASH

Cash or Splash is a fun quiz show
where three contestants compete
together as a team.

Genre:
Quiz-Game Show
Duration:
Weekly, Prime Time

CASH OR SPLASH
They need to try to protect their cash during the 7-question
game. They have a chance to leave the studio with the
remaining cash in their hands if they make it through the final.

When all the incorrect answers are revealed, if there is a remaining
contestant or contestants standing on top of the correct answer/trapdoors,
the team earns the chance to continue to the following question, this time
with the amount of cash they have saved.

STRUCTURE

The contestant/s who have fallen will also continue to the next question
with their team, but of course, in a very wet state. But the money they had
in their hands which has fallen down is now considered lost.

The first round is played with 5 questions. In this round, each question
has 4 possible answers and every possible answer is represented by three
The game is over when the contestants lose all their cash. On the other
trapdoors built in the set.
hand, they get to win all the cash they have been able to save throughout
The contestants have 60 seconds to answer each question. In these 60 the game at the end of the final round.
seconds, they physically grab their one million in cash and take their
positions on top of the trapdoor representing the answer they believe to
be correct. If they are not sure of the right answer, each contestant can
take a position on a different answer/trapdoor with the amount of money
he or she wants. As there are only 3 contestants and 4 possible answers,
one of the trap doors will always remain unoccupied.
If the team is certain that they know the correct answer, all three can stand
on top of the same trapdoor. Once the decision is made, the contestants
await to see the correct answer revealed, holding the cash in their hands.
Once the wrong answers start to be revealed and the trapdoors are
opened, the contestant or contestants standing on the incorrect answers
fall into the water tanks underneath the trapdoor with the money they
have in their hand.

CASH OR SPLASH
The second round is played with 1 question, which is the 6th question of
the game. In this round, the question will have 3 possible answers.

by his team members and which trapdoors they are standing on, as he is
positioned in a different part of the studio.

At this stage, the team nominates one person to act as the team leader.
The leader steps aside from the team and waits isolated in a separate
location while the remaining team plays the question. The leader cannot
see how his or her team is playing the question which is asked, nor hear
their voices.

As the same question is asked to the leader, the host asks him to manually
open the answers/trapdoors, which he thinks are incorrect.

The team leader starts to open the answers which he believes to be
wrong, one by one without seeing what is happening on the set. If there
happens to be a member of his team standing on that answer/trapdoor,
The remaining two contestants, again have 60 seconds to answer the he, of course, causes him to fall down. In this manner, the leader will open
question. They make their decision, grab the remaining cash and take their the two answer/trapdoors which he thinks are incorrect.
positions on top of the answers/trapdoors.
Albeit the fact that one contestant is standing on the correct answer, if the
Once the team has played the question and are in their positions, the host team leader thinks that answer is to be incorrect and consequently opens
visits the team leader. The team leader will now be asked to answer the the trapdoor, the contestant will fall.
same question. He does not know which possible answers were picked

CASH OR SPLASH
In the end, once the leader has opened the two possible answers he
believes to be wrong, if the remaining answer is the correct answer and if
there is someone from the team standing on that answer, the team earns
the chance to play the Final Round with their remaining cash.

If when the leader has opened the two possible answers he believes to be
wrong and the remaining answer is the incorrect answer, then he and any
remaining team member standing on that possible answer will fall into
water and they are eliminated.

If when the leader has opened the two possible answers he believes to
be wrong and the remaining answer is the correct answer but there is
no one from his team standing on that answer, meaning the other two
contestants have already fallen into water, it means that the team has no
more money to continue to the final and they are eliminated. (the leader
also falls into water as he is also standing on top of a trapdoor)

In the final, the contestants are asked one question with two possible
answers. So, one of the answers is right, while the other one is wrong.
The three contestants grab their remaining cash and take their positions
on top of the answer/trapdoor which they think is correct.
The other answer is now left for the host. The host takes his position on
top of the other answer/trapdoor.
Once the correct answer is revealed, the trapdoors to the wrong answer
are opened. If the contestants are standing on the right answer, the host
falls into water. The contestants have now won all the cash they have saved
so far, which they are holding in their hands.
But if the contestants are standing on the wrong answer, the trapdoors are
opened to send them to water for the final time and they are eliminated
while the host remains dry.
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